War table targets
Cathedral of Flesh
Lair of the Tzimisce flesh-shapers, a huge labyrinth
made of bones, muscles, skin and living parts hiding
under the Carpathian Mountains in Transylvania,
Romania.

City of Black Miracles
Heart of the Sabbath in Canada, the glooming danger
hanging above Chicago, New York and Boston, seat of
a Cardinal and location of one of the biggest Cainite
libraries.

Stones of Perkunas
Ritual pagan stone circle in Dainava Forest, Lithuania, devoted to the Baltic god of thunder, Perkunas.
The circle is a ritual meeting node of Tzimisce Kolduns.

Lake of Tears
The constantly shrinking Aral Lake at the border of
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan in Central Asia, allegedly
connected to the Sword of Attila and his wayward son,
Irnik.

Basilica of Darkness
Huge palace, unholy church and art collection of all
dark, shadowy and mystical in Madrid, Spain, the
meeting place of the Lasombra council, the Friends of
Darkness.

Ebon Jungle
Dark jungle, toxic plants, ghouled leopards and
snakes, colourful birds and teeming insects, the Lomami Park in Congo is the ancient home of many Laibon
tribes and their militias.

Castle of Shadows
Medieval fortress made of black stones in the shores
of Sicily, once home of the Lasombra ancients, now the
citadel of the Sabbath Lasombra leaders.

Temple of Wonders
Patchwork of small houses and tight streets around
an ancient Hindu temple in Mumbai, India, home of
dreams, nightmares and many Ravnos elders, constantly tricking reality.

Altar of Blood
Underground complex of chapels, Chantries and
libraries in Mexico City, heart of the dark magic of the
Sabbath and alleged lair of the traitor Tremeres.
Fortress of Ice
An arctic military complex and secret operation base
in Bergen, Norway, base of operations of the Sabbath
Inquisition and its Grand Master, hiding horrible
secrets.
The Oak
Thousand years old, huge, mystical oak tree in Västerbotten, Sweden, central temple of the Valkyries, alleged resting place of Brynhildr and Odin, the Nordic
Gangrel Ancients.
The Mausoleum
Family seat and headquarters of the Giovannis in
Venice, Italy, a horrific fortified palace-complex and
labyrinth of underground catacombs guarded by
Wraiths.
Alamut
Hiding in the mountains of Qazvin Province of Iran,
the ancient eyrie of the Assamites built by limestone
and blood, on the top of inaccessible mountain paths.
Red Temple
One of the main temples of the Setites, hiding under
the sand in Thebes, Egypt, this huge complex is devoted to the Jackal God and housing a Hierophant and
several Elders.
Crimson Carnival
Bloody spectacles and dark, painful pleasures mixed
with music, dance and celebrative art, night after
night running in the streets of the Sabbath ruled Rio
de Janeiro.

Golden Court
Mystical and exotic, the Land of Jade is a place for no
Kindred, and the Golden Court in Nanjing, China, is
one of the many palaces of the Kathay Mandarins.
Cult of Midnight
One of the many hundred cults in New York City,
USA, this Sabbath-led cult seeks methods to hurry the
end of the world, the Gehenna; and for this, they shed
blood and pull strings.
Anarch Free State
An experiment of the Anarchs, mainly Brujahs, led by
Jeremy McNeil, Los Angeles is torn apart by Kathays,
Camarilla, Sabbath, and Anarch civil wars night by
night.
Tomb of Dreams
Under Jerusalem, Israel, hides the Tomb of Dreams,
a huge complex of graves and old stone tablets containing Malkavian Elders and countless apocryphal
prophecies.
Pit of Mist
In the middle of the Gibson Desert in Australia, a
huge pit yawns, spewing smoke and mist all day and
night, and at the bottom, a horrible ancient being is
awakening, hungry for blood.
Cave of Nightmares
A damp, cold mountain cave between the high peaks
of the Andes in Chile, burial place of a long forgotten
Inca god who twists minds and devours souls.

